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THERE IS NO PLACE
THAT CANNOT BE HOME*

5PM–9.30PM

THERE IS NO PLACE
THAT CANNOT BE HOME*
[*FROM ‘SCHOOL NOTE’ BY AUDRE LORDE]
NOW GALLERY’S ONGOING CELEBRATION OF THE
HETEROGENEOUS BLACK EXPERIENCE CONTINUES
THIS OCTOBER WITH THERE IS NO PLACE THAT CANNOT
BE HOME. THE CURATORIAL COLLECTIVE I.AS.IN.WE
HAVE BEEN COMMISSIONED TO EXPLORE FACETS OF
CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN DIASPORIC IDENTITY THROUGH
PERFORMANCE. THE EVENT COINCIDES WITH BLACK
HISTORY MONTH THIS OCTOBER AND NOW RECOGNISES
THE EXIGENCY OF CREATING SPACES FOR FREE
EXPRESSION AND INTERROGATIVE PRACTICE.
WHAT IS BUILT INTO AN EXPERIENCE OF
BLACKNESS THAT OFFERS US NEW HORIZONS
FOR THINKING ABOUT THIS WORLD AND ITS
POSSIBILITIES? DEEPING THE TING AND ENGAGING
THE BREATH, POETRY AND MOVEMENT OF THE
BLACK BODY, THIS EVENING ASKS US WHAT
IS NEEDED TO CREATE A SHARED LANGUAGE
OF LIBERATION. WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM
BLACKNESS AS IT EXPANDS, RUPTURES
AND QUESTIONS THE STRUCTURES THAT
HAVE HISTORICALLY NEGATED IT? THROUGH
PERFORMANCE AND FILM, WE INVITE YOU TO
VISION A NEW WORLD AND INTERROGATE WHAT
IT WILL TAKE TO ARRIVE THERE.

PROGRAMME
ACT 1 17.00
WELCOMING – I.AS.IN.WE
COME HOME – FFION CAMPBELL-DAVIES
BREATHE. – SHAWANDA CORBETT
BALANCE – ROWDY SS
CALLING ALL THE PROPHETS – HAROLD OFFEH

ACT 2 19.30
WELCOMING – I.AS.IN.WE
COME HOME – FFION CAMPBELL-DAVIES
BREATHE. – SHAWANDA CORBETT
BALANCE – ROWDY SS
CALLING ALL THE PROPHETS – HAROLD OFFEH

OUTDOOR FILM
PROGRAMME
17.00, 18.00, 19.00, 20.00, 21.00
BLK SOAP – DARRYL DALEY
GODSPEED – SADE ABIODUN
IN HOT TIME – JESUS HILARIO-REYES AND LEAH SOLOMON
WHERE DID WE LAND – RABZ LANSIQUOT
IN PRAISE OF STILL BOYS – JULIANKNXX
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Ffion Campbell-Davies, Photograph by Richard Moore

FFION CAMPBELL-DAVIES
MAIN EXHIBITION SPACE
coming home
“It’s centring, it’s summoning and quivering, it’s trauma releasing…
Please tell me it’s trauma releasing, for the sake of many
lives drowning far beyond the tides.
As ancestors cry, I rise from sleepless nights and forgotten
shadows singing to the blind.
Let my feet be ready and my heart be steady for the hard
work I embody…”
Ffion performs an invocation in devotion to the ancestors
of time, inviting all those witnessing to go inward and
‘come home’ to the inner cradle of life that’s within us all.
Embracing the wounded child of our diaspora that we
collectively share in our consciousness. Rekindling the
power of our alchemy to transform loss into abundance
and remember where we come from.
Ffion explores humanitarian politics through psychoanalysis,
body language and spirituality. Interested in the contexts
of race, gender, culture & identity, she creates through the
influences of ritual, expressing various aspects of the
human experience. Ffion works with disciplines such as
voice, text and poetry. Film, visual and digital art.
Music production, performative art, exhibitionism and
experimental expression. Contemporary, hip hop, fem and
krump dance. Holistic therapy and martial arts.
IG: @ffioncampbelldavies
www.lotuslady.uk

Blackbird in Mississippi, Courtesy of Shawanda Corbett

SHAWANDA CORBETT
MEZZANINE
breathe.
I. The beginning
This performance is from a series exploring the ways that
we are all connected through breath. As we change the
quality of our breath changes, becoming more or less
precious at different stages of our lives. By foregrounding the
interconnectedness of breath, how might we think differently
about the quality of black and brown people’s life? Our breath
is always already political before birth; I. The beginning asks
how we can capture and honour it before it is rendered less
important, suffocated or taken away.
Shawanda Corbett (New York, b. 1989) lives and works in
Oxford. Her first solo exhibition, Neighbourhood Garden,
was held at the Corvi-Mora Gallery in London (2020). She
describes the exhibit as a revisit of her family’s history as
southern African Americans living between Mississippi and
New York. The work challenges the history of African American
tropes without reducing her subjects to their physical bodies
by focusing on the individual’s personality, daily activity or
place of residence. Corbett is currently pursuing her
practice-led doctoral degree in Fine Art at the Ruskin School
of Art and Wadham College, University of Oxford.
IG: @cyborg_artist
www.shawandacorbett.com

Rowdy SS, Balance, AGM, Somerset House, 2019

ROWDY SS
MAIN EXHIBITION SPACE
Balance
A solo dance/sound/visual improvisation, an ongoing work in
research of uses of space; How are we using space? How is
space using us?
Balance is Rowdy SS initiating happenings, performance,
and installations as interjections to tour, entangle and/or
simplify how we are using and have used spaces, the ‘things’
that do and do not exist in said spaces, the other ways, new
ways we can use ourselves, technology and our physicality
to communicate, connect/disconnect in and outside of
these/those spaces, with live sound text performed by artist
Rebecca Bellantoni.
Rowdy SS is a London born and based international
multidisciplinary artist. Often working at the intersection/s
of sound/music, dance/movement and live performance
alongside making videos; his works have delved into love,
explored identity and the societal constructs surrounding,
and mined life to share his vision of said life.
His current project is an ongoing work and includes original
sound/music compositions, video, dance and movement
as tools for performance to create other spaces, dream/
meditative states, exploring repetition and surprise
movement, and counter-movement. variations of a theme,
motifs. moments of definition defined by the previous, reliant
to predecession and that, which follows.
Rowdy is a Somerset House Studios Resident Artist and
a-n Artist Bursaries 2020 recipient. Recent international
performances include Alserkel Avenue, Dubai, Nottingham
Contemporary, The ICA, London (2020), Turner
Contemporary, Shangri-La, Glastonbury Festival, The Yard
Theatre, Transmediale, Berlin, Maceos, Milan (2019), Palais
De Tokyo, Paris, The RA, 180 The Strand, Block Universe
Performance Art Festival, The Southbank Centre (2018)
and successful residencies at Chisenhale Dance Space,
Kottenspetionen Dans, Atalante and Konstall C in Sweden.
IG: @rowdy_ss
@rebecca.bellantoni
www.rowdy-ss.com

Harold Offeh, Selfie Choreography, Eastside Projects, 2020,
Photograph by Ashley Carr

HAROLD OFFEH
THROUGHOUT THE SPACE
Calling all the Prophets
Artist Harold Offeh provides a series of playful and
performative interventions designed to call forth and provide
an opportunity for audiences to voice and share their ideas of
black futurity. Offeh, provides the chance for participants to
record their sounds or spoken words. Calling all the Prophets
is connected to Offeh’s Hail the New Prophets project which
builds on the Afrofuturist musician Sun Ra’s legacy by building
a platform to present new prophecies.
Harold Offeh is an artist working in a range of media including
performance, video, photography, learning and social arts
practice. Offeh is interested in the space created by the
inhabiting or embodying of histories. He employs humour as
a means to confront the viewer with historical narratives and
contemporary culture. He has exhibited widely in the UK and
internationally. He lives in Cambridge and works in London
and Leeds, where he is currently a Reader in Fine Art at Leeds
Beckett University and a tutor in Contemporary Art at the
Royal College of Art.
Upcoming projects include a new video commission exploring
the redemptive power of joy through social dance for the
Wellcome Collection’s (London) season, ‘On Happiness’. Offeh
will be exhibiting as part of ‘Untitled, Art on the Conditions of
Our Time’ a major group exhibition of British artists of African
descent at Kettle’s Yard in Cambridge, UK. Hail the New
Prophets, will see Offeh realise his first major public sculpture
as part of the Bold Tendencies exhibition in Peckham, London.
IG: @harold_offeh
www.haroldoffeh.com

SHORT FILMS
1.BLK SOAP BY
DARRYL DALEY
The debut short film by South London-based visual artist,
graphic designer and art director, Darryl Daley; a threeminute, audio visual exploration of the black body and
its movements across the Black Atlantic and a creative
response to the current exposure of the black body; both
dripped in imagination, yet still being anchored by reality.
Featuring a musical score and appearances from Tupac
Shakur, Sampha, Jean Michel Basquiat and a triggering
host of those killed at the hands of the police, it is a visual
amalgamation of the continuous intertwining themes that
bound the black body. Here, Daley places the music at the
forefront, mobilising it as the narrator detailing the history,
spirituality, suffering, excellence and resilience of blackness.
Darryl Daley is a visual/art director, member of the Kendrick
Lamar-approved PAQ creative agency and co-founder of
South London-based, DIY cinema platform, Scene + Heard.
His work — for the likes of V&A, Massive Attack’s Tricky, Nike
and more — consists of design for printed matter, visual
identity, digital interface, photography and art direction.
IG: @darryl_daley
www.darryldaley.com

2.GODSPEED BY
SADE ABIODUN
Godspeed is a meditative film that explores the notions
of personhood, faith, and intergenerational community.
Poetry, music, and visuals converge to lead us through
the life of a Black girl as she becomes a Black woman.
As she is forced to make sense of the dynamic tension
between the child she was and the woman she will be,
she draws strength from the one person who knows her
best: her mother.
Sade Abiodun is a filmmaker of Nigerian and South
African descent. She graduated from Duke University
with a degree in Neuroscience, finding her passion
for filmmaking later in her path. Her first short film
— Godspeed — has received high praise, garnering
multiple festival selections and awards, a spotlight
feature in Free The Work, and a finalist spot in the 2020
Sundance Ignite Short Film Challenge. She is currently
in her first year of her Ph.D. at Princeton University
and hopes to focus her research on neurocinematics the neuroscience of film. She hopes to bridge the gap
between the worlds of film and science, specifically
through the study and practice of creating intentional,
narrative-driven visual experiences.
IG: @sade_abiodun
www.sade.space

3. IN HOT TIME
Created by Jesus Hilario-Reyes and Leah Solomon, In Hot
Time, is the convergence of black diasporic traditions,
ritual, pasts, and reimagining utilizing the symbolic space
of the whirlwind. An audio-visual coupling of electronic,
industrial, and atmospheric sounds from across the
diaspora, fusing elements of, dance, performance, text,
and archival footage.
Currently based in Brooklyn, New York, Jesús HilarioReyes (born 1996, San Juan, Puerto Rico) is an
interdisciplinary artist with a Bachelor’s in Fine Arts
Studio from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Recently engaging in programs like ACRE Residency,
Redline, and Industry of the Ordinary, Jesus Hilario-Reyes
has exhibited and screened nationally and internationally,
most notably at the Museum of Contemporary Art
Chicago, Mana Contemporary and The Black Star Film
Festival. While situating their practice at the crossroads
of sonic performance, new media, and expanded cinema,
their iterative works largely probe at themes surrounding;
slow violence in regards to the familial, the failure of
technical optics and the reverb of cultural dissonance.
IG: @morenxx_x
www.jesushilario.com/archive
Leah Solomon is an interdisciplinary artist (born 1995),
with a BFA from School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Using a combination of text, film, performance, and
music, Leah Solomon’s work takes on a central theme of
embodiment and fragmentation through a wellspring
of devotional visual lyricism and sonic textures. Her
work ventures in the realm of expanded cinema, within
the collision of global auto-biographical, personal,
and abstracted geographies. Leah Solomon is a 2019
Luminarts Visual Fellow, a recipient of the 2018 Terry
Samala De Guzman Family Stipend Award through the
Museum of Contemporary Art of Chicago, and exhibited
work at Arts Electronica Festival, the Virginia Museum of
Fine Art and screened at Blackstar Film Festival.
IG: @kahsai_
www.vimeo.com/leahsolomon

4. WHERE DID
WE LAND
where did we land is an ongoing experiment interrogating
the effect of images of anti-black violence produced and
reproduced in film and media. This iteration takes the
form of a 30 minute moving image essay, presenting
original images and texts that speak to the problems of
the spectacular for Black subjects on screen.
Rabz Lansiquot is a filmmaker, programmer,
curator, and DJ. They were a leading member of
sorryyoufeeluncomfortable (SYFU) collective from its
inception in 2014. They work alongside Imani Robinson
as the curatorial and artistic duo Languid Hands, who
are the current Cubitt Curatorial Fellows. Rabz was
Curator In Residence at LUX Moving Image in 2019,
developing a public and educational programme around
Black liberatory cinema. Their first solo exhibition
where did we land, an experimental visual essay
exploring the use of images of anti-black violence in
film and media, was on view at LUX in Summer 2019,
presented alongside a programme of screenings and
a study day. They have put together film programmes
at the ICA, SQIFF, Berwick Film & Media Festival and
were a programme advisor for London Film Festival’s

Experimenta strand in 2019 and are on the selection
committee for Sheffield Doc Fest 2020. Rabz is also
training to deliver workshops in working with Super 8
and eco-processing at not.nowhere.
IG: @rabzlan
www.vimeo.com/rabzlan

5. IN PRAISE OF
STILL BOYS
In Praise of Still Boys is a visual poem created by poet
and artist Julianknxx. The narrative tells the story of
Julianknxx’s life through the figure of a young boy in
Sierra Leone. Expressing local worldviews, the film
meditates on change, fate and everyday magic. Visually
anchored by the image of the Atlantic Ocean, the poem
explores the relationship between Freetown, the Middle
Passage, and the African diaspora.
In the film there is a tension between everyday
beauty and everyday struggle that is paralleled by
the connected evocations of water as it is figured
throughout. On the one hand, the deep blue waves of
the Atlantic Ocean are a beautiful motif underlining
the utopic qualities of the physical space, but on the
other hand, they represent one of the pathways of the
transatlantic slave trade, a violent enterprise through
which numerous Sierra Leoneans were stolen from
their home to be commodified in the West. Indeed,
Julianknxx references this in a line of a poem spoken in
the film, where he describes looking out at the ocean
and wondering, “How could it carry that many bodies?”
Still, this history is part of what drives the artist to
create this narrative. As he says, “Some way, somehow,
my ancestors made it across the Atlantic Ocean,
and then they came back.” Sierra Leone as a country
founded by formerly enslaved Africans and Julianknxx’s
own background both speak to the generative potential
of the act of return. In founding Freetown in 1792, the
first Sierra Leoneans reclaimed agency for their people.
Presenting this film in 2020, Julianknxx aims to share a
snapshot of their legacy.
Born in Sierra Leone, Julianknxx is an interdisciplinary
poet, visual artist, and filmmaker whose practice
crosses the boundaries of written word, music, visual
art, and installation. Through his practice, Julianknxx
explores themes of inheritance, loss, and belonging, and
their effects on personal and interpersonal narratives.
With his critical engagement with art history and
philosophy, Julianknxx uses his personal history as
a prism through which to deconstruct dominant
perspectives on African art, ideas, history, and culture.
Rich with symbolism and complex layering his work
conveys our continuing and necessary task of defining
and redefining ourselves through the simultaneous
rejection of extrinsic labels and repositioning of
ourselves within new collective narratives.
Through projects such as Julianknxx & Friends,
Julianknxx catalogues a living archive of African
diasporic experiences, creating a collaborative space for
artists to communicate whilst navigating a multiplicity
of cultural identities, senses of belonging, and creative
expressions.
IG: @julianknxx
www.julianknxx.com

DIGITAL PROGRAMME
19.35
19.45
20.00
20.10
20:15
20.30
20.50
20.58
21.00

where did we land, dir. Rabz Lansiquot
welcoming – i.as.in.we
Come Home – Ffion Campbell Davies (live stream)
In Praise of Still Boys, dir. Julianknxx
In Hot Time, dir. Leah Solomon + Jesus Hilario-Reyes
breathe. – Shawanda Corbett (live stream)
Godspeed, dir. Sade Abiodun
BLK Soap, dir. Darryl Daley
Balance – Rowdy SS (pre-recorded performance)

ABOUT
i.as.in.we
i.as.in.we is the wayward/motile collaboration between
rohan ayinde and yewande yoyo odunubi rooted in a
politics of horizontality, blackness, liberation and the
practice of radical honesty.
IG: @iasinwe_
Rohan Ayinde is a Chicago and London-based artist,
writer and curator. His interdisciplinary work is centred
around creating “otherwise” potentials (Ashon Crawley),
and in so doing breaking down and simultaneously
reconfiguring the ideological architectures that shape
our daily and generational lives. The landscapes his
work explores are formed through the lens of a black
radical tradition committed to imagining freedom as a
horizon of possibility. They are an archive of the journey
there; maps under continuous construction; refusals to
acquiesce to the dominant structures of thought that
frame the world we live in. Oscillating between text,
video, drawings, photography and collage, Ayinde’s
work is in constant negotiation with itself, trying to
understand the role it plays in building the worlds it is
invested in imagining.
IG: @rohanayinde
www.rohanayinde.com
Yewande YoYo Odunubi is a dyslexic dancer, curator
and cultural producer invested in building environments
across mediums that nurture and give space to
meaningful and imaginative exchange. Centring her
practice around the mantra “I’m not here for a version
of me, I’m here for every part of me” she is interested
in intersectional frameworks and interventions that
seek to rupture the dominant narratives, enactments
and occupation of the arts. Powered by a black
expansive imagination, Yewande is exploring alternative
approaches to traditional curatorial practice and art
structures, rethinking and challenging what it means for
cultural spaces to function through a communal ethos.
IG: @mama.yoyoreturns

*SCHOOL NOTE – AUDRE LORDE
My children play with skulls
for their classrooms are guarded by warlocks
who scream at the walls collapsing
into paper toilets
plump witches mouth ancient curses
in an untaught tongue
test children upon their meaning
assign grades
in a holocaust ranging
from fury down through contempt.
My children play with skulls
at school
they have already learned
to dream of dying
their playgrounds were graveyards
where nightmares of no
stand watch over rented earth
filled with the bones of tomorrow.
My children play with skulls
and remember
for the embattled
there is no place
that cannot be
home
nor is.

